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The Norman and Dorothy McMahon Award
The McMahon Family gives this award annually to a junior who has shown love and commitment to family and
Malvern Prep.
Recipient: Logan Perzi
Attending: Laura & Norman E. McMahon ’66 P’00 PT

The Mullray Family Scholarship
This scholarship is given in loving memory of T. Daniel Mullray ’62 P’84’87’94 and his wife Eleanor “Bunky”
Mullray to honor their involvement, commitment, and love for Malvern Prep.
Recipient: Tyler Kenney
Attending: Denise & Bill Mullray '87 P'22'25

The Thomas F. Swift ’78 Award
The Swift family gives this memorial award annually to a junior who is diligent and has been involved during his
Upper School career.
Recipient: Dean DiFabio
Attending: Helen Battagliese P’99 (sister of Thomas F. Swift)

The Basil B. Sullivan ’51 Scholarship
This scholarship is awarded to a junior who has demonstrated academic merit, participates in activities and/or
athletics, and demonstrates loyalty to Malvern. The scholarship is given by the Sullivan family and friends in
memory of Basil B. Sullivan ’51, history teacher extraordinaire and friend to hundreds of Malvern alumni.
Recipient: Jack Consiglio
Attending: James J. Golden '80 (former student of Basil Sullivan, representing the Sullivan family)

Class of '71 Senior Award
This award is given to a Malvern Prep student who serves as a model of Truth, Unity, and Love amongst his
peers in the classroom and amongst his teammates. It is the intent of the Class of 1971 that this student will
carry on these Augustinian values into their senior year and their life beyond Malvern Prep with the same spirit
that so many of them have and continue to do to this day.
Recipient: Ennis Udo
Attending: John D. Leahy '71 & Alex S. Baran '71 P'08

Joseph L. Kuharich Award
The Joseph Kuharich Senior Award was established to provide a Malvern student the opportunity to excel in
the classroom and on the athletic fields. This student should be a strong ambassador of our core Augustinian
values of Truth, Unity, and Love to his fellow classmates, faculty, and staff.
Recipient: Kyle Worsnup
Attending: John D. Leahy '71 & Alex S. Baran '71 P'08


